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RFX-mod is a medium size (R=2m, a=0.459m) 

device capable of confining plasmas in both 

Tokamak and Reversed Field Pinch magnetic 

configurations. It is equipped with an advanced 

feedback system for field error and MHD control 

[1]. 192 active saddle coils (independently fed) 

entirely cover the outer surface of the resistive 

shell and play as actuators with 192 saddle 

sensors. 

 

While the active boundary completely covering the 

torus gives an optimal confinement situation, 

undesired non-uniformities can cause confinement 

loss, local plasma-wall interaction and affect MHD 

stability. 
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A dynamical simulator has been implemented based on an input current 

plant model obtained through the CarMa code [5].  

Layout of the RFX-mod control coils and passive 
structures. Copper shell appears in orange and saddle 

coils in green. 

Conclusions 

 

The interaction of plasma with realistic non-axisymmetric active and passive boundary conditions is three-

dimensional and has an important effect on the physics of MHD instabilities. This effect has to be taken into 

account when designing control strategies. The relationship between faulted actuators and first wall heating has 

been investigated, the proposed correction strategy proven feasible and effective.  The method is real-time 

applicable and can be easily extended to other coil geometries by generating a specific matrix. 

𝑩𝒓  =  𝑺−𝟏𝑲𝑰𝒓  =  𝑺−𝟏𝑲 𝑰 𝒓  
    

 ⟹  𝑰 𝒓 = 𝒑𝒊𝒏𝒗 𝑲 𝑲 𝑰𝒓 

 

Dedicated experiments have been 

carried out in order to assess the 

effectiveness of compensation in both 

open-loop and closed-loop operation 

 

Excellent reproduction of the desired 

field is obtained as foreseen by 

simulation 

 

Compensation can be demanding in 

terms of current: could additional 

requests saturate the coils’ operational 

limits? 

 

It is worth noting that the compensation 

process involves all the working 

actuators, not just those close to the 

missing one. The solution to such a 

problem is not exact but shows a 

nevertheless promising result.   

 
• Non-uniform active boundary can cause 
increased power deposition in given areas 
of the first wall (graphite tiles) 
 
• High power density during high current 
shots (up to 2 MA): above 100 MWm-2 for 
kink-like events [3] 
  
• Numerical tools have been developed [4] 
to run virtual experiments, including 
detailed 3D description of passive 
structures coupled with the plasma 
 
•These tools have been used for 
developing and implementing non-uniform 
magnetic boundary correction strategies  
 

Shot 36660 (dashed blue) with coils (3,02)(3,09)(3,22) and (4,26) disabled compared to 
shot 36664 (green dots) in which the compensation strategy is applied. The solid line (red) 
represents a reference simulation in which all coils are correctly working. In each case the 

system is requested an m=1, n=-6 perturbation. 

A missing actuator 

compensation strategy based on 

a static matrix has been 

developed and implemented [6] 

 

Recombination of the current 

references to compensate for 

missing saddle coils. 

 

Multiple-coil compensation 

applied to (3,02) (3,09) (3,22) and 

(4,26) show satisfying results in 

the open-loop generation of m=1 

n=-6 perturbations.  

𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝐾 )𝐾 matrix for the case in which actuators 
(3,02)(3,09)(3,22) and (4,26) have been disabled. 

Block diagram of the open-loop dynamic simulator 

View of the RFX-mod torus in which a so-called ‘supercoil’ configuration 

is shown: saddle coils are coupled to form bigger actuators, covering in 

this case the whole surface of the torus 

 Saddle coils can be software reconfigured to 
create different geometries [2] 

 

I2(t) for each coil, the sum is over all the available shots and shown as a 

fraction of the total I2(t). Missing coils can be seen in panels c) and d). The 

orange box indicates the area where the compensation effect is most 

noticeable.  

I2(t) signals have been considered to assess the 

capabilities of the system of supporting the requests 

of compensation, this quantity is proportional to the 

power consumed by active coils. 

 

During three experimental runs it has appeared 

clearly that implementing the aforementioned 

compensation strategy has no dramatic effect on 

current requirements.  

Thermocouple sets, located behind the first wall, have been 

used to probe the effect of compensation. Statistical analyses 

have been carried out for all the recorded data. 

 

During run 2280 plasma current up to 1.6 MA has been reached, 

giving the most significant results in terms of first wall heating 

and compensation effectiveness. 

 

For each shot three temperature steps have been calculated, 

each lasting 5 minutes. Intensity and spatial distribution 

(toroidally) of these ΔTs have been considered, comparing the 

results with and without compensation 

ΔT histogram for run 2280. Superimposed plots for shots with compensation (blue) 

and with Identity matrix (red). 

For every available sensor along the toroidal angle the percentage of ΔTs above 2 °C 

is given, comparing the sample with compensation (blue) to the sample with Identity 

matrix (pink). 

The histogram shows how ΔTs are shifted towards smaller 

values by introducing the compensation matrix, which has 

been alternated with the Identity for a better comparison 

between shots with similar plasma current and density. 

 

The plot on the right shows good results in terms of spatial 

distribution of the heat load, with a clear reduction over the 

first 100°. 

 

The effects of compensating for faulted coils has appeared 

more clearly during high current shots (≥ 1 MA) 
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